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Waconsin Elecinc miacoune
231 W. MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046. MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

February 28, 1983

Mr. H. R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. R. A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch 3

Gentlemen:

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
REPLY TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON
NUREG-0737, ITEMS II.F.1.4, II.F.1.5, AND II.F.1.5

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

*
Enclosed is Wisconsin Electric's response to your letter

dated February 2, 1983 requesting additional information on NUREG-

0737, Items II.F.1.4, Containment Pressure Monitor; II.F.1.5,

Containment Water Level Monitor; and II.F.1.6, Containment Hydrogen

Monitor.

Please contact us if you have any additional questions

j regarding this information.

Very truly yours,

' t

,u
"

|

Vice President - Nuclear Power
|
| C. W. Fay

Enclosure

OCopy to NRC Resident Inspector /

0
t

C303160162 830228
PDR ADOCK 05000266
P PDR
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REPLY TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON NUREG-0737 ITEMS

II.F.1.4 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE MONITOR
II.F.1.5 CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL MONITOR

II.F.1.6 CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN MONITOR
i

1. EXCEPTIONS BEING TAKEN TO NUREG-0737 REQUIREMENTS

The submittals we have received to date do not indicate that you plan to
take any exceptions to the NUREG-0737 requirements in our scope of review.
Please indicate any exceptions you plan of which we are not aware. For
each exception indicate (1) why you find it difficult to comply with this
item, (2) how this exception will affect the monitor system accuracy,
speed, dependability, availability, and utility, (3) if this exception in
any way compromises the safety margin that the monitor is supposed to pro-
vide, and (4) any extenuating factors that make this exception less dele-
terious than it appears at face value.

RESPONSE:

The new instrumentation systems for monitoring containment pressure, water level,

and hydrogen were designed to meet the requirements of NUREG-0737. Because of

the large number of referenced requirements and differences in interpretation of

the requirements, it is not possible to state unequivocally that there are no

exceptions to all the requirements but we have not identified any obvious excep-

tions to the requirements to date.

2. II.F.1.4 - PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM (PMS) - ACCURACY & TIME RESPONSE
2a. Provide a block diagram of the configuration of modules that make up

your PMS. Provide an explanation of any details in the block diagram
that might be necessary for an understanding of your PMS accuracy and
time response.

,

RESPONSE:

A block diagram of the Containment Wide Range Pressure channel, Loop 1,

is attached.

2b. For each module provide a list of all paramters* which describe the
overall uncertainty in the transfer function of that module.

RESPONSE:

A table providing a listing of errors for each component is attached.
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2c. Combine ** parameters in 2b to get an overall system uncertainty. If
you have both strip chart recorder and indicator output, give the over-
all system uncertainty for both systems. If you have systems spanning
different ranges., give the overall system uncertainty for each system.

RESPONSE:

The overall system uncertainty is shown as a line item in the attached

table.

2d For each module indicate the time response ***. For modules with a
linear transfer function, state either the time constant, t, or the
Ramp Asymptotic Delay Time, RADT. For modules with an output that
varies linearly in time, state the full scale response time. (Most
likely the only module you have in this category is the strip chart
recorder.)

RESPONSE:

The time constant of the pressure transmitter is approximately

0.16 seconds. The time constant of the control room indicator is

approximately 0.5 seconds. The full scale response time for the*

control room recorder is approximately 5 seconds. The time con-

stants of other modules are negligible in comparison to the time

constants listed.

2e. We will compute the overall system time response for you'***.

RESPONSE:

Please let us know your results.

i 3. II.F.1.5 --- WATER LEVEL MONITORING SYSTEM (WLMS) ---ACCURACY

| 3a. Provide a block diagram of the configuratio of modules that make up
your WLMS. Provide an explanation of any d tails in the block diagram'

that might be necessary for an understandi g of your WLMS accuracy.

! RESPONSE:

A block diagram of the Containment Sump Water Level channel, Loop 3,1

!

- is attached.

3b. For each module provide a list of all parameters * which describe the '

overall uncertainty in the transfer function of that module.

s
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RESPONSE:

A table providing a listing of errors for each component is attached.

3c. Combine ** parameters in 3b to get an overall system uncertainty. If

you have both strip chart recorder and indicator output, give the over-
all system uncertainty for both systems. If you have systems spanning
different ranges, give the overall system uncertainty for each system.

RESPONSE:

The overall system uncertainty is shown as a line item in the attached

Table.

4. II.F.1.6 --- HYDROGEN MONITOR SYSTEM (HMS) --- ACCURACY & PLACEMENT

4a. Provide a block diagram of the configuration of modules that make up
your HMS. Provide an explanation of any details in the block diagram -

that might be necessary for an understanding of your HMS accuracy. If

you have different types of HMSs give this information for each type.

RESPONSE:

A block diagram of the Containment Hydrogen Monitor channel, Loop 5,

is attached.

4b. For each module provide a list of all parameters * which describe the
overall uncertainty in the transfer function of that module.

RESPONSE:

! A table providing a listing of errors for each component is attached.

4c. Combine ** the parameters in 4b to get an overall system uncertainty.
If you have both strip chart recorder and indicator outprit, give the

'overall system uncertainty for both systems.

RESPONSE:

The overall system uncertainty is shown as a line item in the attached

table.
.

4d. Indicate the placement and number of hydrogen monitor intake ports in
containment. Indicate any special sampling techniques that are used
either to examine one region of containment or to assure that a good
cross section of containment is being monitored.

-3-
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RESPONSE:

There are four hydrogen sensors located in each containment. In

each containment two of the sensors are located in the containment

volume above the operating deck, one sensor is located below the

operating deck near the pressurizer relief tank and one is located

near the seal table.

4e. Are there any obstructions which would prevent hydrogen escaping from
the core from reaching the hydrogen sample ports quickly?

RESPONSE:

No, the sensor locations were chosen so that hydrogen escaping from

the core would reach at least one of the sensors quickly.

.

.

| <

,

1
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Enclosure 2

CLARIFICATIONS

, gY g5*

The measure of overall system uncertainty we wish to obtain is the standard
In order to compute the overall standard deviation of a systemdeviation, S.

we need the standard devi,ations of each type of measurement error associated
Therefore all module uncertainty parameters should be

with each module. Also, to simplify the final computation,
expressed as one standard deviation.
all uncertainty parameters should be expressed as a percentage of full range

of the module.

We will assume that all error components have a nonnal density function unless
some other density function is specifically indicated.

-

.

The vendor may quote the upper limit for a random variable which is either
In this

implicitly or explicitly assumed to have a nonnal density function.
case, by convention, one third the upper limit can be taken as the standard

The convention of using this as the standard deviation is based ondeviation.
the fa'ct that if a random sample of 2000 values of the variable are drawn from
the parent population of that variable, then we would expect about ss7 of the, -

Thus three standard deviations
values to be less than three standard deviations.
is a good practical upper limit for the variable.

(By comparison we would expect

about 683 of the values to be less than one standard deviation.) ~

. Generally, 'the greatest part of the uncertainty of the transfer function of a
module is the random bias, and when the vendor quotes only one number as a
measure of module accuracy, this number [s a measure of the random bias.

In s'ddition to the random bias, other factors which may contribute to the
overall uncertainty in the transfer function of a module are:

.

(1) Random error. (Sometimes called reproducability, repeatability, or-
precision.) ,

(2) Uncertainty due to temperature effects. (State environmental conditions.)
(3) Uncertainty in power supply voltage.
(4) Flow measurement uncertainty for the hydrogen monitor.
(5) If the transducer and transmitter are separate modules, be sure to

consider the uncertainty in each.

(6) Hysteresis effect.

(7) Deadband effect.

._. - _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - . -. ._. . __ _. -- _
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To obtain the standard deviation of the total system uncertainty, the standard ,

deviations of the module random biases can be, combined Root-Sum-Square (RSS).

Also the standard deviations of the first 5 of the 7 items listed under (*)
|

can be combined in the same RSS. Call the final result
S(tolaI systen, bias ste.) = S(s b)

For systems exhibiting hysteresis and deadband effects, the standard deviation
of the total error is a function of the pattern of time variation of the
monitored variable. Hence it is not possible to derive an algorithm for the
standard deviation that is applicable.to all cases. The following algorithm,
which is developed in reference 2, provides an upper bound for the standard
deviation in virtually any realistic situation, and we recomend that all
licensees use this algorithm for computing hysteresis and deadband errors.

(1) Determine the hysteresis loop half width, R(j), and the deadband half
width, p(f), for each module (j). Note that for most modules R(4) and
D(j)arezero. ,

(2) Ccmbine the R(j) and D(j) to obtain the total system half widths, R(s)
and D(s). If the system is composed of a string of components then the

If thesystem half widths are simply $he sum of the module half widths.
system configuration is other than a string of modules we leave it to the
licensee to devise a method for combining module half widths.

The standard deviation of the total measurement error is bounded by the(3)
following fomula:

g2(s.b) + 3 (,) + g(,). p(,) + p2(s)/22

5 (sotal sy,ste) = 3(,)2 .2

__ _-_ _._ _ ,_ _ __ _ - _ _ - _ . . _ . - . _ - .-_- _ - ..-_.. _. _
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Generally we deal with modules that have one of two types of time response:
. .

(1) Modules with a response that is linear in time, such as a strip chart
recorder. Here the measure of time response that is usually quoted is the

time. F. required for the module output to traverse 200% of its range.
The time required for the module to traverse z% of its range is then z%

of 7.

.

(2) Modules with Linear Transfer Functions (LTFs).
By definition an LTF module produces an output function s~uch that a specific,

|

| linear combination of the input function plus its time derivatives is equal
to a specific linear combination of the output function plus its time

~

derivatives. For any realistic LTF module, the highest order output time
.

derivative is greater than the highest order input time derivative.

For LTF modules, a step function impressed on the input produces an output
that is a linear combin'ation of a step function plus a series of exponentials.
Frequently for practical purposes a Higher Order Transfer Function (HOTF) can
be adequately approximated by a First Order Transfer Function (FOTF). A step
function ingressed on the input of.a TOTF module produces an outpu't with only

one exponential term, which makes' the analysis of a FOTF module particularly

sigle.
.

'

For LTF modules the measure of time response most frequently quoted is the

|
time constant, t. which is defined as the time required for the output to
reach. 83.2% of its final response after having a step function impressed

For FOTF mo'ules the single exponential term is exp(-t/t),don t h input.
so that t is a physically significant quantity for FOTF modules. For HOTF

modules. t is simply a figure used to compare the relat'ive merit of
different modules, and has.nt, underlying physical significance as it_ did for
FOTF modules.

4y convention the time required for a LTF module to reach 200% of its
response after a step function is impressed on the input is taken to be d t.
(Some people prefer to use 5 v. but both the numbers d and 5. or anyt,hing
else one might want to use. is an arbitrary convention.)

_- . _ _ _ - - . - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . __ __



Sometimes the time cesponse to a step function change ia the input is measuned
j

! in some other way, for example the vendor may quote the time required for the
module output to go from 0% to 80% 'of its final response. In this case.if
the FOTF approximation is made, the single exponential te'm, exp(-t/t). can
be fit to the two data points, and the value of t determined.

I

, -
.,

Another useful measure of a LTF module time response is the Ramp Asymptotic

Delay Time (MM), which is defined as the time by which an input ramp
function leads the output ramp function after the initial transient has died

| , out. "For FOTF modules t and MM are identical. For HOTF modules t and
Mr are different. .They have different definitions, and different numerical
values. However in practice it is found that t is always equal to or
slightly greater than MW, the largest difference 'being "about 2%. This

difference'is much less than the experimental error incurred in measuring t

or M M. Thus for practical purposes the numerical values of x and MM

can be considered to be identical.
. .

The following discussion may be useful to some licensees. For LTF mod'ules the
,

time response is sometimes measured by inputting sinusoidal signals at two
different frequencies, w2 and v2, and observing the ,

(output signal amplitude)/(input signal amplitude). A(wi) and A(w2). If the

time response is quoted in tems of these parameters, then for a FOTF module
, ,

MM is given by the following formula, which is developed in reference 2.

A (,3) , [y + 2,23 == A (*2) * [2 + m ,2]2 2 2'

.

The above.fomula is exact for FOTF components and for HDTF c~omponents

the fomula provides a conservative estimate of MM 1,f m2 and *2 are

chosen in the proper range. However, if m2 and m2 are not in the proper
range the value of MM computed from the fomula will, at worst, be only
slightly nonepnservative. (The maximum achievable nonconservatism for

pressure transducers is about 20%. For other types of modules the

nonconservatism may be significantly higher.) We do not require the licensees

to show that m2 and #2 are 'in the proper range because our acceptance
criteria for the value of t (or MW) is sufficiently flexible to pemit this
small nonconservatism in the cor@uted value of MM.
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The overall time constant for a string of LTF modules is a complicated
This overall time

function of the time constants of the individual modules.
constant must be computed iteratively, and the computation is most easily

We have a computer programmed to do this
d:ne with the help of a computer.
compdf ation, and are planning to do the computation with the data from all

This program and its mathematical basis are described in referencelicensees.
1.

.

.

MS
!

Some analytical methods described in the clarifications are developed
in the following internal NRC memetanda. These memoranda will be

provided to any licensee upon request.

(1) Memorandum from Peter S. Kapo to Walter R.~ Butler, dated 12 April-82.
NUREG-0737. Item II.F.1.4 Contairment Pressure Monitor System.Subject:

Method for Estimating the Combined Time Constant of a String of

Components each of which has a Known Time Constant'.'

Memorandum from Peter S. Kapo to Walter R. Butler, dated 23 August 82'(2)
NUREG-0737, Analytical Solution to Two Problems Pertinent to

| Subject:
Items II.F.1.4.5,6: (1)StatisticalTreatmentofHysteresisandDeadband
Errors, and (2) Detennination of the Time Constant of a First Order
T'ransfer Component from Variation with Frequency of Sinusoidal Output.

1
-

I
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LEGEND

FIELD MOUNTED INSTRUMENT
| (Transmitter,RTD, Thermocouple,etc.)

() FOXBORO TEST ADAPTER

(Mounted On Module)

.

FOXBORO PULG-IN MODULE (Rack Mounted)

4( > COMPUTER INPUT

'

I INDICATOR (Panel Mounted)
-

,

R RECORDER (Panel Mounted)
,

<

J$bi ANNUNCIATOR

|
|

(h[) WARNING LIGHT

.) INDICATING LIGHT
.

,

_ __ - _ _ ___ _ __ . _ _ - - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ - - . . . _ - . --
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CONTAINMENT" WIDE RANGE PRESSURE _

Made by: B. F. RANCOURT 7-17-80 Rev. 3 by: 5.F.M'AYhR 11-OS-80 |
l

Checked by: E. C. GROSS - 7-29-80 Rev. 4 by: S. F. MAYER 12-05-80

Rev. I by: S. F. MAYER 10-01-80 Rev. 5 by: S. F. MAYER 1-05-81

10-21-80 Rev. 6 by: S. F. MAYER 2-24-81Rev. 2 by: S. F. It
- Rev. 7 by: M. t. HELMINSKI /-I b-61

Rev. 8 by: E. C. GROSS 3-00-83
,

PT 968: RED
PT PT 9.69: YELLOW

FIELD 4-20mADC (-5 to 195 psig)
- - - - - - - - _ . - - - - - - - - - -

-- ----------------------

FOX 20R0
. -% N'C~

N-ECEP 90011 0 _.

N-2AI y 9
I/Y-12V N- M

D +DSR
'

.

N.O.
u

N-2AP+ 8 To Loocs
' At.M-AR H In Test.

LOOP 34

,

l

u u 4
i

N-2A0 N-2A0V/I -VAI N-2AO- T T
L2C-R -L2C-R

-

NIE - IE LE

v v

N-2AO-VAI N-2AO-VAI
V/I V/V -ECEP 9205 120VAC

ASIP NIE
,

Nomal condi , ion OVAC

_ - - -- - - - -- - - T.ri p tond4t4 m 424VAC- - - - --

. -- _ .. _ - - _ _. _---_ V
4-20mA 4-20mA y

7 _.__ _ 3
-- - -

| C15* C16*'~ ~~
--

I I R C- (Tr-A) I (Tr-B)-

_

L 1 --

C01 C20 C20 -

FIELD RELAYS
CONTAINMENT WIDE RANGE PRESSURE

INDICATIO.N
(Energize to Activate)

- - - . - ____- - . . _ . - - - _ - _ . _ _____ _ - _ _ - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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@ age 1 of 2

ERROR ANALYSIS TABLE

CONTAINMENT WIDE RANGE PRESSURE

SOURCE lNDICATION
DESCRIPTION OF

ERROR ERROR
ERROR SOURCE

STD.DEV.

The error values listed are % of span. Span is 200 psig.

1. Pressure transmitters

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.4 psi

0.1% 0.2 psib. Hysteresis
1/2 width

c. Instrumentation 0.1% 0.2 psi
Instruments used to calibrate transmitter

d. Drift 0.2% 0.4 psi
One year

2. Input Isolation Amplifier

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.4 psi

b. Drift 0.2% 0.4 psi
One yecr

3. Output Isolation Amplifier

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.4 psi

b. Drift 0.2% 0.4 pst
One year

4. Control Room Indicator

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.4 psi

0.2% 0.4 psib. Drift

| One year

c. Resolution 0.2% 0.4 psi

Continued on next page -

|

l
i

' - - - - - -- - . . _ _ _ .



Page 2 of 2

ERROR ANALYSIS TABLE

CONTAINMENT WIDE RANGE PRESSURE

DESCRIPTION OF SOURCE INDICATION

ERROR SOURCE ERROR ERROR
STD.DEV.

Continued from page 1

5. Control Room Recorder

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.4 psi

b. Drift 0.2% 0.4 psi
One year

c. Hysteresis 0.1% 0.2 psi

1/2 Width

d. Resolution 0.2% 0.4 psi

TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR

INDICATOR i 1.2 psig

RECORDER i 1.2 psig

i

!
~

|
|

. .,
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CONTAINMENT SUMP LEVEL LOOP 3

l'.ade by: 8. F. RANCOURT 7-18-80 Rev. 4 by: S. F. MAYER 12-09-80

Checked by: E. C. GROSS 7-29-80 Rev. 5 by: S. F.11AYER 1-06-51

Rev. 1 by: S. F. MAYE'R 9-23-80 Rev. 6 by: S. F. MAYER 2-10-8f

Rev. 2 by: S. F. MAYER 10-17-80 Rev. 7 by: M. E. HELMINSKI 8-18_81

Rev. 3 by: S. F. MAYER l'l-5-80 Rev. 8 by: E. C. GROSS 3-01-83

LT958 Sump A: WHITE
LT959 Sump A: YELLOW

LT LT960 Sump B: WHITE
LT961 Sump B: YELLOW

GEMS RECEIVER L1
(WALLMOUNT) ,

FIELD
____________....________.______________.__________- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .

FOXBORO

.

4-20mADC (0-90 in. )

N-ECEP 10033A ()
.

N-2AI-12V .I/V

\r1r

V/I N-2AO-VAI
N-2AO-VAI- V/V
ECEP 9206

NIE ASIP
_____.___.__________-_..____.__._._ __..__.._________...______.__...__....

4-20mA

,__

C I

C20

CONTAINMENT SUMP LEVEL INDICATION

NOTES: 1. Four Loops required per unit:
SUMP A: WHITE & YELLOW
SUMP B: WHITE & YELLOW

2. The 4 20mA input sional is powered from the receiver.
~

- - . .- . __ ___
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'

ERROR ANALYSIS TABLE
<

CONTAINMENT SUMP WATER LEVEL

SOURCE INDICATION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR ERROR

ERROR SOURCE STD.DEV.

Theerrorvalueslistedare%ofspan,spanis90in.

1. Level Transmitter
s

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.18 in.

b. Resolution 0.37% 0.33 in.
1/3 switch spacing

i c. Instrumentation 0.1% 0.09 in.
Instruments used to calibrate transmitter'

d. Environmental effects 0.3% 0.27 in.
Temperature, pressure and spray

e. Radiation effects 0.0% 0.0 in.

2. Receiver

a. Calibration 0.0% 0.0 in.
Included in transmitter cal.

b. Drift 0.2% 0.18 in.
One year

3. Input Isolation Amplifier

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.18 in.

b. Drift 0.2% 0.18 in.
One year

4. Output Isolation Amplifier

| a. Calibration 0.2% (.18 in.

b. Drift 0.2% 0.:8 in.
One year

Continued on next page -

I
_.
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Page 2 of 2
ERROR ANALYSIS TABLE-

CONTAINMENT SUMP WATER LEVEL

f

i
SOURCE INDICATION I

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR ERROR !
ERROR SOURCE STD.DEV.

'

Continued from page 1 -

5. Control Room Indicator

0.2% 0.18 in.
a. Calibration

0.2% 0.18 in.b. Drift
One year

0.2% 0.18 in.c. Resolution

TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR = i 0.7 in.

.

O

-
t

.

I -

|
|

.

~
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CONTAINMENT HYDR 0 GEN MONITOR LOOP 5 |
*

1

Made by: B. F. RANC0VRT 7-23-80 Rev. 2 by: S. F. MAYER 10-17-80 |
Checked by: E. C. GROSS 7-29-80 Rev. 3 by: S. F. MAYER 11-5-80 !

Rev.1 by: S. F. MAYER 9-30-80 Rev. 4 by: S. F. MAYER 11-20-80 |
Rev. 5 by: 5. F. MAYER 4-30-81
Rev. 6 by: E. C. GRCSS 3-01-83 i

/ ~s s"'s
/ \ / N i

/ \ ' \
5 Il UNIT 1 SENSORS | UNIT 2 SENSORS

/ \
.-~,

p u i r 1r

HYDR 0 GEN ANALYZER
(Microprocessor)

g[[D_______________________________'_ _ ,, ,0 _1_0,V_ _D_C_ _ _ , ,, ____________(0,10%Hp
,,__,, _, ,__,

FOXBOR0 (Unit 1 racks) | (Unit 2 racks)
.- . -- --

N-ECEP 10083-D O O | O O N-ECEP 10083-D

|
N-2Al-T2V+VE+VE V/V V/V N-2AI-T2V+VE+VE

,

I

I

I
,

V 1 f I 9f V
I

N-2A0-VAI- V/VV/V N-2AO-VAI- |
ECEP 9206 y p y y ECEP 9206

I NIENIE
IV/I V/I

N-2A0-VAI I N-2AO-VAI
1

1

ASIP i ASIP

- _ g
1--------. g_ g g -------------. ------ ---

. ------
-------- -----. --------------. -----.

I I I I C

C20
- - C2C-

UNIT 1 HYDR 0 GEN CONCENTRATION UNIT 2 HYDR 0 GEN CONCENTRATION

NOTES: .

1. TWO LOOPS REQUIRED; WHITE & YELLOW
2. EACH CONTAINMENT HAS THE FOLLOWING SENSORS:

HA964: WHITE
HA965: YELLOW
HA966; WHITE
HA967: YELLOW

._. . _ . . - - . ._.-_____- - . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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ERROR ANALYSIS TABLE
l

CONTAINMENT HYDR 0 GEN MONITOR

I
SOURCE INDICATION !

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR ERROR
|

ERROR SOURCE STD.DEV. J

|

The error values listed are % of span. Span is 10%

1. Sensor-Microprocess_or

a. Calibration 1.0% 0.1%

b. Drift 0.5% 0.05%

One year

c. Environmental effects 1.0% 0.1%

Temperature, pressure and spray

d. Radiation effects 1.0% 0.1%

The effects of b,c and d can be removed by recalibration
which can be done at any time.

2. Input Isolation Amplifier

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.02%

b. Drift 0.2% 0.02%

One year

3. Output Isolation Amplifier
(
'

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.02%

b. Drift 0.2% 0.02%

One year

4. Control Room Indicator

a. Calibration 0.2% 0.02%

| b. Drift 0.2% 0.02%

One year

c. Resolution 0.2% 0.02%

| TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR = 1 0.2%

I
!

4

|
. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .


